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From animal tracking and survival skills to using a compass and growing vegetables, 101 Things to

Do Outside is the perfect guide for young explorers and aspiring adventurers longing for a taste of

the great outdoors. Right outside your front door, there's a world bursting with adventures just

waiting to be explored. This pocket-sized book is overflowing with things to try, do, learn, and

remember (plus it has a handy checklist!). Includes helpful step-by-step illustrations and plenty of

activities and lessons. Actvities include: Outdoor games such as beach basketball and giant chess;

Outdoor art projects such as build a hammock and making bark rubbings; Outdoor nature activities

such as bug hunting and fossil hunting; Outdoor gardening activities such as planting a boot garden

and creating an herb window box; Outdoor exploring activities such as cooking on a campfire and

sending message with a flashlight. The fourth installment of the 101 Things series encourages

children to step away from the computer screen and experience nature firsthand from their very own

backyards.
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"101 Things To Do Outside" written by Susan Hayes & designed/illustrated by Shahid Mahmood is a

spiral bound book with a hard cover. A fantastic resource for parents, teachers, caregivers & camps.

An endless supply of activities, crafts & games. You'll find something for everyone in here. From the



very simple "Climb A Tree" to the more intricate "Build A Bucket Pond". My daughter has already

started making her to do list which includes making a peanut butter bird feeder & making a bird

bath. The book states it's for ages 8+ but I think 5+ is more appropriate & really even children of

preschool age could enjoy this book. Most of the activities include items you'd already fine in your

home which makes prep super easy! I'd call this the perfect "end of year" gift for any elementary

school teacher.

As a mom who spends a lot of time outdoors with my children, I am glad to have more ideas of

things we can do together. Some of the things can be done easily and some require preparation

gathering a few supplies (we don't have powdered cement). I like seeing simple activities and crafts

that I had not thought of before and also simple variations of familiar games. I look forward to our

family doing these activities together. Once we are done I think we will give this book to our

preschool or camp because it would be a great resource for teachers as well.

This is going to be such an amazing to do list for us over the next year! I've looked through and

started our to do list! A lot of fun activities that I know my kids will love!

very good for my nature program after school.

My daughter loves this book.
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